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William Kelley Students Spearhead
Spearhead Traf
raffic
fic Safety
By Kitty Mayo
Tucker Cook, a
Wm. Kelley 6th
grader,
discusses
concerns about
traffic on FH11
in Silver Bay
with Lake
County
Commissioners.

An intersection at the edge of Silver Bay
will soon be made safer, thanks to the efforts
of a William Kelley elementary class.
Rick Frericks 6th-grade class attended that
most recent Lake county board meeting December 12th to voice their concerns. Several
students shared that they have seen many drivers go through the intersection without fully
stopping at Forest Highway 11 and Edison
Boulevard.
Already designated a four-way stop, Lake
County Highway Engineer Krysten Foster
says that last year reflective strips were added
to the sign posts to raise visibility and address
the problem. However, those measures appear
to not have made a difference.
Foster says the new signs are on order and
utility locations are being checked, with the
intention of having the new signs put up in
place sometime in January.
“We are adding a 'Stop Ahead' sign for traffic going out of town, and a double-stop sign
for traffic coming into town,” said Foster.
The double-stop sign means there will be a
stop sign on each side of the road for incoming traffic, and one of those signs will be a
larger size.
The issue first came to the attention of
Frericks when he noticed a driver going
straight through the intersection without stopping. When he mentioned it to his class, he
found students were very aware that that intersection is frequently ignored by drivers and
students expressed concern that an accident
could happen because of this common driving
behavior.
Students were scheduled to present their
findings to the Silver Bay city council, however, school was cancelled that day so they
were unable to attend. Although, Frericks did
attend the meeting and voiced the students
concerns, and Foster happened to also be in
attendance.
Frericks and Foster decided to work together. In the classroom Foster asked students
to brainstorm why the problem was happening, along with potential solutions. Some of
their ideas included: rumble strips, speed
bumps, stop-ahead signs, and illuminated
signs. Silver Bay Police Chief Doug Frericks
was also on hand to talk about the law enforcement side of the issue with the class.
During the December 12th Lake County
board meeting Frericks' 6th graders made a
convincing request for the commissioners to
give their attention to the intersection, and
Foster shared a presentation delineating what
options were available to add safety. The commissioners passed a motion unanimously to
institute the new signs recommended by Foster, however, they also advised the class to
talk to the police chief to discuss increasing
enforcement at the intersection.
Commissioner Rick Goutermont commented
to the students, “This is how democracy works
by bringing an issue to us. Your parents elect
us and it's about making this the community
you want to live in.”
Foster estimates that the new signage will
cost about $500, an amount that will be cov-
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ered by a reserve portion of the budget designated for new signs and sign replacements.
“The reflective strips added to signposts
didn't help, hopefully by adding a couple of
signs we should resolve or be able to isolate
the root of the problem,” Foster stated.
A year will be spent monitoring and collecting data on whether stops at the intersection
have increased. If not, Foster says that other
options will be searched out.
“Engineers have a saying: 'We can't control
the decisions drivers make behind the wheel',”
said Foster, referring to the possibility that
some drivers are aware of the signs to stop,
and are just choosing to ignore them.

Here's a refresher course for proper stopping:
• All stop signs require you to come to a
complete stop (even if no one else is approaching the intersection!)
• If there is a vehicle in front of you at the
stop sign, you are required to stop when it
does, roll forward, then come to a complete stop again at the sign.
• After coming to a complete stop, prepare
to yield to pedestrians, bicyclists and car
traffic before proceeding.
• “Running” a stop sign is one of the most
common driving violations in Minnesota,
and even a “rolling-stop” is seen as an incomplete stop which could carry a significant fine.

Start a New Christmas Tradition:
Christmas Bird Count
By Kitty Mayo
Community science, winter outdoor
adventuring and a holiday. It has to be the
Christmas Bird Count!
Part of the National Audubon Society's
Christmas Bird Count, Minnesota's Christmas
Bird Count is part of the longest-running
community science bird projects in the
country. Replacing what was once a popular
tradition in the 1800s of the Christmas “side
hunt”, that is, going out and shooting as many
birds as possible, the CBC collects data that
scientists use to monitor and study bird
populations and health. Researchers, wildlife
biologists, and conservations all use the more
than a century of data to protect birds and
their habitats.
First held in 1900 on Christmas Day, the
CBC has the longest constant history of any
bird count in the world, with Minnesota
circles starting to contribute data in 1905.
Now including almost 70 census circles, and
over 1,000 annual participants, the Minnesota
Christmas Bird Count total is 8.5 million birds
and 201 different species.

Ruckus, Steve Wilson's dog, patiently
putting up with beta-testing Steve's
newest birding idea, "GoPro for BirdCounting Dogs".
you are interested in joining these counts you
can contact Ely's compiler, Norma Malinoski
at: (218)235-9808, or
normarj@frontiernet.net. Contact Isabella's
compiler, Steve Wilson at: (218)753-6110, or
clevergrayjay@gmail.com.
“It's too early to know how deep the snow
will be count day, but typically there are few
plowed roads, so most people will need to be
prepared to do at least some off-road
counting,” Wilson says about the Isabella
count area.

Several official CBC circles on the
A map of the area count circles in question
northshore participate in the annual count
during a 24-hour period between December 14 can be found on the Minnesota Ornithologists'
Union website at: http://moumn.org/CBC/
and January 5. Bird watchers identify and
locations.php?cid=87.
count all the birds they see that day, and one
person compiles that information for the
If this year's CBC doesn't work for your
group.
schedule, and you still want to be able to
contribute your bird encounters to science,
While Duluth, Grand Marais, and Two
consider participating in February's Great
Harbors have already wrapped up their
Backyard Bird Count. This year the event will
counting for this year, it's not too late to get
be held February 16th through the 19th, and a
involved in nearby areas as a volunteer birdchecklist of the birds you see in your backyard
counter.
will go to help researchers at the Cornell Lab
of Ornithology, and the National Audubon
Ely's count falls on Friday, December 23rd,
st
Society.
and Isabella's is on Sunday, December 31 . If
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